
We of course are not really interested in your imagination, mostly because you must be interested
in ours. Make sense?

REVEALED TO YOU, RIGHT NOW!!

^^conZi^
Baconade would have come to your pitiful* existence

after so many other failed attempts to combine a dead
pig with a refreshing beverage. In the feeler phase, our
Research and Development Department found these
pathetic bastardisations of an all round good idea:

http://www.yesbutnobutyes.com/archives/2008/01/bacon
flavored_v.html

http://www.fundistraction.com/2007/06/new-diet-coke-
with-bacon-flavoured.html

You're fucking right it'd be in a SOOmL can.

The Department then brought it to our attention that there's an even lower organism
out there, the manufacturers of Bacon Salt. Bacon Salt, as the name suggests, is not
created by people with an imagination, it has no bacon in it and they are pushing it onto
a vegetarian** market. The site shows they are also getting other people to give them
ideas. Fools!

http://www.baconsaltblog.com/

We firmly put forward that if you're interested in

having bacon products, you want bacon in them.
You don't want chips with synthetic flavourings;

you want chips made out of bacon, no potato, definitely

no other inferior vegetable.
This is the market that Baconade was aimed at. The

real people of bacon, the ones who go out and change
the world for the better. Not the ones that just cry to

their pseudo-hippy losers about how something must
be done and never achieving anything.
Baconade was made out of 75% bacon. The bacon

was beaten out of the pig by "The Big Fists Of Justice"
and then pounded into liquid using the extreme
pressure of "The Knees Of Judgement". This liquid

was originally combined with something like water.

Our scientists worlfing on somettiing brilliant.

So what they're young? You'd taite advantage
of cheap labour. You probably do.

This, understandably, was not too well received.
It tasted horrible and was far too wussy for our

test subjects. According to our scientists, they
wanted bacon and they wanted to get drunk. We
listened, our scientists pulled it off.

Baconade became alcoholic and impressed many.
Unfortunately it was too strong, who could have

predicted that bacon in this form would increase
the reaction to alcohol? Even amongst those who
bath in cheap, strong alcohol: Lindsay Lohan, the
homeless and those with slightly 'dodgier' morals
who can be paid to do almost anything, extreme
violence and incoherence was too much to maintain Guinea Pig #81866. First batch. Desexed Idiot.

*We don't actually have any pity for you. That implies that we care. We don't.

**We think that if you're aiming anything other than insidious abuse at vegetarians, you're wasting everybody's time. At least

vegetarians cant reproduce due to really poorly maintained genitalia.



an established stable market. What we're saying is that

those under the influence of Baconade suffered at the
hands of the product; and the general public suffered
greatly from others with Baconade in their hands, as a
club or similar blunt instrument. It was just too dangerous
and not profitable enough for us to bribe our way into the
commercial market.
Do you really think that you would drink some dodgey
product that was being hurled at you from a car like verbal

abuse from a hooker? All we can claim to have is $20
worth of cleaning products, the non-brand name type of

course, and a sense of humour. We were dressed as
First Mates from the Tall Ships of old. You cant trust that

some subjects claimed to be blind. otT^s^ind of thing these days, know what we mean? No you
wanted to know wiiat you thought of theirdoni't, you don't even know Where this here paragraph is
horrible film.

going. Man, sometimes we just get really down
and it sucks that all you've got is a pen, some
underwear that has somebody else's name on it,

doesn't fit or smell right but occasionally
pronounces your name correct in the dialect of

the Thu'wurgh; who are an ancient race from a
very distant planet. They were inspired by Nu-
metal bands. The lyrics especially.

Some say that they came to change the world
by subverting the airwaves, others say that they
were anally penetrating the really attractive

South American women. Neither were fair

assumptions, both were kind of true. Kind of.

There are tapes where these women are pooing
on each other, picking up the poo and forcing it

into another's mouth. She then vomits and presuming that the viewer has climaxed,
walks off into some type of fast food restaurant, where her night job and all the action
really is.

Her hair is slightly messy, but you don't notice, she has your eyes fixed at that smile.

It is as though she keeps it for you only. What a special lady. You always tip her well.

The other guys laugh that you're such a sucker, and not in the sexual way. They'll

never understand, how can they? Sure she doesn't have all her teeth, but that's the
character behind the lips, the gaps tell a story. Sometimes she doesn't listen.

We notice you lean in and whisper something to her. Could you be any more of an
ass? Probably not. Your tail swings lazily as you wait for her to return. She has more
cubes of sugar. Horses are meant to like those cubes, not you. You're obviously
species confused and somebody should develope a machine based on using electrodes
to set you straight. It would have to be stainless steel, there is a high potential that

excrement would make an appearance at any moment. Standard procedure would be
that several plastic curtains are erected. These are then distributed to the masses.
Still covered in faeces.
The masses, or as we like to call them, idiots, would purchase anything if it is hyped

up enough by clever marketing where taste is lowest but the ability to manipulate
brain matter into some basic instinct of "want" is rewarded. Anybody in that

department is really a bastard. "It's just a job". Fuck you. Dealing drugs is just a job.

Most dealers know that you stay away from children. You show me somebody in the
marketing profession who isn't being bought off into fucking over the empty vessels of

the future. They claim that they are Just getting by, or something equally as stupid.

You want to improve the lives of everybody? Go drag a religious zealot to the bottom
of the ocean and stay there. Target the Buddhists especially, they shouldn't put up
much of a fight.

This guy has never had Baconade, he Just really didn't

like the last Lindsay Lohan film.


